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ABSTRACT
Vowels make a strong contribution to speech perception under natural conditions. Vowels are encoded in
the auditory nerve primarily through neural synchrony to temporal fine structure and to envelope
fluctuations rather than through average discharge
rate. Neural synchrony is thought to contribute less to
vowel coding in central auditory nuclei, consistent
with more limited synchronization to fine structure
and the emergence of average-rate coding of envelope fluctuations. However, this hypothesis is largely
unexplored, especially in background noise. The
present study examined coding mechanisms at the
level of the midbrain that support behavioral sensitivity to simple vowel-like sounds using neurophysiological recordings and matched behavioral experiments
in the budgerigar. Stimuli were harmonic tone
complexes with energy concentrated at one spectral
peak, or formant frequency, presented in quiet and in
noise. Behavioral thresholds for formant-frequency
discrimination decreased with increasing amplitude of
stimulus envelope fluctuations, increased in noise,
and were similar between budgerigars and humans.
Multiunit recordings in awake birds showed that the
midbrain encodes vowel-like sounds both through
response synchrony to envelope structure and
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through average rate. Whereas neural discrimination
thresholds based on either coding scheme were
sufficient to support behavioral thresholds in quiet,
only synchrony-based neural thresholds could account
for behavioral thresholds in background noise. These
results reveal an incomplete transformation to
average-rate coding of vowel-like sounds in the
midbrain. Model simulations suggest that this transformation emerges due to modulation tuning, which
is shared between birds and mammals. Furthermore,
the results underscore the behavioral relevance of
envelope synchrony in the midbrain for detection of
small differences in vowel formant frequency under
real-world listening conditions.
Keywords: average rate, budgerigar, formant
frequency discrimination, fundamental frequency,
inferior colliculus, synchronized rate

INTRODUCTION
Vowels are an important signal for the auditory system
due to their strong contribution to speech intelligibility across languages (Ladefoged and Maddieson
1996; Kewley-Port et al. 2007). Whereas the fundamental frequency (F0) of vowels provides information
about speaker gender and intonation, perception of
contrasting vowels is based on differences in the
shape of the frequency spectrum (Fig. 1a). Each vowel
165
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contains energy concentrated at several spectral
peaks, or formant frequencies, created by vocal tract
filtering. The lowest two formant frequencies are
typically sufficient for identification of vowels (Fant
1960; Hillenbrand et al. 1995). The neural mechanisms underlying auditory discrimination of vowels
are poorly understood.
Behavioral experiments involving synthesized,
vowel-like sounds show that humans can perceive
small (0.5–2 %) changes in formant frequency
(Kewley-Port and Watson 1994; Lyzenga and Horst
1995; Lyzenga and Horst 1997; Lyzenga and Horst
1998). Behavioral sensitivity is supported in the
auditory nerve primarily by response synchrony to
acoustic temporal structure rather than by average
discharge rate. While auditory nerve fibers show
differences in average rate across vowels at low sound
levels that could potentially support behavioral discrimination (Sachs and Young 1980), this average-rate
representation deteriorates at moderate-to-high
sound levels and in noise due to rate saturation. In
contrast, response synchrony to individual frequency
components (Young and Sachs 1979; Sachs et al. 1983;
Delgutte and Kiang 1984) and to F0-related envelope
structure (Carney et al. 2015) provides a robust code
for vowel discrimination across sound levels and in
noise. Synchrony-based coding of vowels might be less
effective in central nuclei, given lower-frequency
synchronization limits compared to the auditory nerve
(Joris et al. 2004). Central neurons may instead
encode vowel formant structure through average
discharge rate (Mesgarani et al. 2008; Perez et al.
2013; Carney et al. 2015; Honey and Schnupp 2015),
but this hypothesis is untested in background noise.
Here, we focus on coding of synthetic vowel-like
sounds in the auditory midbrain.
The inferior colliculus (IC) is a large tonotopically
organized nucleus in the midbrain and a nearly
obligatory processing station in the ascending auditory pathway (Aitkin and Phillips 1984). Whereas the
auditory nerve and nuclei of the brainstem encode
amplitude-modulated (AM) sounds primarily through
response synchrony to envelope structure (Joris and
Yin 1992; Rhode and Greenberg 1994; Gleich and
Klump 1995; Sayles et al. 2013), neurons at the level of
the IC or higher encode AM through both envelope
synchrony and substantial changes in average rate as a
function of the modulation properties of the stimulus
(IC: Langner and Schreiner, 1988; Woolley and
Casseday, 2005; thalamus: Bartlett and Wang, 2007;
cortex: Rosen et al. 2010; Yin et al. 2011; Johnson et al.
2012; reviewed in Joris et al. 2004). In commonly
occurring IC neurons with band-enhanced modulation tuning, average rate increases with modulation
depth for AM sounds presented within a limited band
of modulation frequencies (Krishna and Semple 2000;
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Nelson and Carney 2007). Given the prominent
envelope structure of vowels, band-enhanced modulation tuning might also produce average-rate coding
of vowels (Carney et al. 2015). This average-rate
representation may be sensitive enough to support
behavioral thresholds for formant-frequency discrimination. Alternatively, neural predictions of behavioral
discrimination thresholds may require response synchrony to acoustic temporal structure in the IC.
The present study examined the neural mechanisms underlying formant-frequency discrimination
of simple vowel-like sounds with energy concentrated at a single formant frequency using behavioral
experiments and parallel neurophysiological recordings from the IC in the budgerigar. The
budgerigar is a small parrot species and speech
mimic with human-like behavioral sensitivity to
complex sounds including AM (Dooling and
Searcy 1981; Carney et al. 2013), consonants
(Dooling et al. 1989), synthesized speech tokens
along the /ra-la/ continuum (Dooling et al. 1995),
and different vowels (Dooling and Brown 1990;
reviewed in Dooling et al. 2000). Neurons in the
budgerigar midbrain have band-enhanced modulation tuning, similar to that observed in mammals
(Henry et al. 2016). Behavioral and neurophysiological experiments were conducted in quiet and
in background noise. The results demonstrate an
incomplete transformation to average-rate coding
of simple vowel-like sounds in IC neurons with
band-enhanced modulation tuning. Furthermore,
the results underscore the significance of response
synchrony to envelope structure in the IC for
behavioral discrimination of vowel-like sounds under natural listening conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Behavioral and neurophysiological procedures in
budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulatus) were approved
by the University of Rochester Committee on Animal
Resources. Experiments were conducted in English
budgerigars, which are bred for larger size (40–65 g)
and calmer deportment compared to other varieties
of this species. Different birds were used for behavioral experiments (1 female, 3 males) and neurophysiological recordings (1 female, 2 males). Behavioral
procedures in humans were approved by the Research
Subjects Review Board of the University of Rochester.
Human subjects (2 females, 1 male) ranged in age
from 19 to 38 and had audiometric thresholds
consistent with normal hearing (i.e., thresholds within
20 dB of 0-dB hearing level from 250 to 8000 Hz).
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FIG. 1. Acoustic structure of vowels and simple vowel-like sounds
with energy concentrated at a single formant frequency. a Amplitude
spectra of synthetic vowels /a/and /u/. The spectral envelope of each
vowel (gray) exhibits formant peaks (F1–F3; F = formant peak) due to
resonant filtering of the laryngeal source signal. F1 and F2 are
sufficient for vowel identification. Vowels were synthesized (Klatt
and Klatt 1990) with fundamental frequency (F0) of 125 Hz and with
four formant frequencies (Hillenbrand et al. 1995). b Single-formant
stimuli used to study discrimination of formant frequency. Amplitude
spectra (left) and waveforms (right) are plotted for stimuli with F0 of

200 Hz and formant frequencies ranging from 2000 Hz, which aligns
with a harmonic (top), to 2100 Hz, which falls between two
harmonics (bottom). Waveforms are plotted in arbitrary linear units
with the temporal envelope (gray). Note the pronounced envelope
fluctuations of the between-harmonic stimulus waveform. c Effective
modulation depth of single-formant stimuli plotted as a function of
formant frequency. Modulation depth was calculated as 20 times the
base-10 logarithm of the quotient of the peak-to-peak amplitude of
the temporal envelope over the mean of the temporal envelope
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Behavioral Experiments
Single-formant stimuli were band-limited harmonic
tone complexes with F0 of 200 Hz and a triangular
spectral envelope (Fig. 1b), as used in previous human
studies (Lyzenga and Horst 1995; Lyzenga and Horst
1997) and a modeling study of auditory nerve
responses (Tan and Carney 2005). Frequency components were generated in sine phase and rolled off in
amplitude by 200 dB per octave above and below the
frequency of the formant. Only harmonics within
60 dB of the spectral peak were included in the
stimulus. Stimuli were presented at 60 dB SPL with 25ms cos2 onset and offset ramps and 250-ms duration.
Behavioral formant-frequency discrimination
thresholds were estimated for two standard stimuli
and for three background conditions using operant
conditioning in trained budgerigars (six stimulus
conditions total). The formant frequency of the
standard stimulus was fixed at either 2000 Hz, which
is aligned with a single harmonic, or 2100 kHz, which
falls between two harmonics (Fig. 1b). Background
conditions included quiet, steady-state noise, and
fluctuating noise. Noise waveforms were generated
independently for each trial, filtered to match the
long-term average spectrum of speech (Byrne 1994),
and gated on and off with the stimulus. The overall
level of the steady-state noise was 73 dB SPL. The
noise spectrum peaked at 400–500 Hz and rolled off
by 13.4 dB at 2000 Hz. Fluctuating noise was squarewave modulated with 100 % depth and a modulation
frequency of 16 Hz, as in a previous human study
(George et al. 2006). Gating functions and squarewave modulation, when used, were imposed on the
noise waveforms after scaling the level.
The test apparatus and procedures used to estimate behavioral auditory thresholds in trained budgerigars have been described previously (Carney et al.
2013; Henry et al. 2016). Briefly, behavioral testing was
conducted in a sound isolation chamber (0.3 m3
inside volume) lined with 6.7-cm thick acoustic foam.
Birds perched in a small wire-mesh cage positioned
centrally on the floor of the chamber. Birds had
access to three horizontally placed piezoelectric
switches and the delivery tube of a seed dispenser.
Acoustic stimuli were presented through a loudspeaker (Polk Audio MC60, Baltimore, MD USA) mounted
20 cm above the switches. Stimulus generation (50kHz sampling frequency) and behavioral response
acquisition were conducted with a data acquisition
card (PCI-6151; National Instruments Corporation,
Austin, TX USA) and controlled by custom software
written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA
USA). Stimuli were convolved with a digital preemphasis filter that compensated for the frequency
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response of the system, followed by digital-to-analog
conversion, power amplification (Crown D-75 A, Elkhart, IN USA), and presentation from the loudspeaker. The frequency response of the system was
determined from the output of a calibrated microphone (Brüel and Kjær Type 4134; Marlborough, MA
USA) placed inside the cage at the location of the
animal’s head. Tones were presented during calibration at 249 log-spaced frequencies from 0.050 to
15.1 kHz.
Behavioral testing was conducted using a singleinterval, two-alternative, non-forced choice task and
two-down, one-up, adaptive tracking procedures
(Levitt 1970). Birds started each trial by pecking the
center observing switch, which initiated presentation
of either a standard stimulus, with formant frequency
fixed at 2000 or 2100 Hz, or a target stimulus. The
initial formant frequency of the target stimulus was
2100 Hz for the 2000-Hz standard and 2000 Hz for the
2100-Hz standard. Birds were trained to make a
reporting response by pecking the left or right switch
in response to each stimulus. For the 2000-Hz
standard, the correct response to the standard was
left and the correct response to the target was right.
For the 2100-Hz standard, the correct response to the
standard was right and the correct response to the
target was left. This difference minimized retraining
time between stimulus conditions by ensuring that for
both standard stimuli, the correct response to the
more modulated stimulus (i.e., with formant frequency closer to 2100 Hz; Fig. 1b) was on the same side.
Reporting responses resulted in immediate termination of the stimulus. Correct responses were reinforced with delivery of 1–2 hulled millet seeds
(dependent on bias, see below). Incorrect responses
were reinforced with a 5-s timeout period during
which the lights in the chamber were turned off.
Responses made during the timeout reset the timeout
timer, thus extending the total duration of the
timeout; extended timeouts prevented birds from
making multiple observing responses as the end of
the timeout period approached. In rare instances in
which the bird did not respond within 3 s of stimulus
onset, a shorter 2-s timeout was imposed before the
next trial could begin. Every block of ten trials was a
random sequence of five standard and five target
stimuli.
Birds were initially trained to discriminate the
target stimulus from the standard stimulus, that is, a
100-Hz difference in formant frequency. Following
mastery of this basic task, the formant-frequency
discrimination threshold was estimated through systematic variation of the target frequency using twodown, one-up tracks. During tracking, each pair of
consecutive hits at the same target frequency was
followed by a step down in the absolute frequency
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difference between target and standard, while each
miss was followed by a step up (Fig. 2a). Step size was
equal to the greater of two values, 25/n or 0.5 Hz,
where n was the number of steps accumulated since
the beginning of the test session (Robbins and Monro
1951; Levitt 1970). Tracks were allowed to continue
for a minimum of 15 reversals in target frequency
until two stability criteria were met: (1) the absolute
difference in mean frequency between the final four
reversals and the four preceding reversals was less
than 5 Hz, and (2) the standard deviation of the
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Behavioral formant frequency discrimination in budgerigars and human subjects. a Representative data from behavioral
tracking sessions in one budgerigar showing target formant frequency
as a function of trial number. The frequency of the standard stimulus
was 2000 Hz. The frequency of the target was adjusted from an
initial value of 2100 Hz according to a two-down one-up tracking
procedure (Levitt 1970) that converges on the behavioral discrimination threshold. Circles indicate reversal points in a representative
track (B48–449; black trace) with threshold of 32.0 ± 2.7 Hz. b Mean
formant frequency discrimination thresholds of four birds (open
symbols) and three human subjects (gray symbols) plotted for the onharmonic (2 kHz; left) and between-harmonic (2.1 kHz; right)
standard stimulus in three background conditions: quiet (Q),
fluctuating noise (FN), and unmodulated noise (N). Error bars
indicate ±1 SD from individual means. Discrimination thresholds in
budgerigars and humans are lower (more sensitive) for betweenharmonic than on-harmonic standards, and increase in continuous
noise and, to a lesser extent, in fluctuating noise

frequency of the final eight reversals was less than
5 Hz. The behavioral formant-frequency discrimination threshold of the track was calculated as the
absolute difference between the mean of the final
eight reversal points and the standard frequency.
Response bias was calculated within tracks as −0.5
times the sum of the Z-score of the hit rate and the Zscore of the false-alarm rate (Macmillan and
Creelman 2005). Bias was controlled by increasing
the proportion of two-seed reinforcements for correct
responses on the side that was biased against. Tracking sessions during which cumulative absolute bias
exceeded 0.3 were excluded from further analysis.
Behavioral tracking sessions in budgerigars were
repeated four–six times each day on the same
stimulus condition. A minimum of 13 tracks were
collected, until the formant-frequency discrimination
thresholds estimated for the final six tracks met two
stability criteria: (1) the absolute difference between
the mean of the final three thresholds and the mean
of the preceding three thresholds was less than 5 Hz,
and (2) the standard deviation of the final six
threshold estimates was less than 10 Hz. The mean
of the final six threshold estimates that met these
criteria was taken as the behavioral threshold for the
stimulus condition. Stimulus conditions were tested in
different orders in different birds.
As in the budgerigar behavioral experiments,
formant-frequency discrimination thresholds in
humans were assessed using a single-interval, twoalternative, non-forced choice task and two-down,
one-up adaptive tracking. Tracking sessions were
conducted in a walk-in sound isolation booth with a
touchscreen computer running custom software written in MATLAB. The touchscreen interface consisted
of a central pushbutton for initiation of each trial, two
horizontally placed pushbuttons for acquisition of
responses, and a feedback window for reporting
correct and incorrect responses to the test subject.
Stimuli were presented diotically using calibrated
TDH-30 headphones. The initial formant frequency
of the target stimulus was 50 Hz from that of the
standard stimulus, except in cases of the on-harmonic
standard stimulus presented in either noise or fluctuating noise. For these conditions, which preliminary
testing showed were associated with higher thresholds,
the initial target frequency was 100 Hz from the
standard frequency. Tracks had 15 reversals, with a
step size of 20/n Hz for the first 7 reversals, where n is
the number of steps accumulated since the beginning
of the track, and a step size of 1 Hz thereafter. The
threshold estimate for each track was the absolute
difference between the mean of the final eight
reversals and the standard frequency. Thresholds
were measured for a minimum of eight tracks until
no further reduction in threshold was evident. The
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mean of the final six thresholds with absolute
cumulative biasG0.3 was taken as the behavioral
threshold for the stimulus condition. Stimulus conditions were tested in different orders in different
subjects.

Neurophysiological Recording Procedures
Neurophysiological data were collected from the IC using
chronically implanted microelectrodes in three awake,
unrestrained birds (2 males; 1 female, implanted twice).
The materials and methods used to implant electrodes
and record from the budgerigar IC have been described
previously (Henry et al. 2016). Briefly, tungsten microelectrodes (3–5 MΩ; Microprobes, Gaithersburg, MD
USA) were fixed to a miniature microdrive (‘nDrive’;
Neuronexus, Ann Arbor, MI USA) and lowered through
a ~1-mm dorsal craniotomy site to the right IC under
stereotaxic control in anesthetized birds. Anesthesia was
induced with a subcutaneous injection of ketamine (3–
5 mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (0.08–0.1 mg/kg) and
maintained throughout the 2–3-h implantation procedure by slow subcutaneous infusion with a syringe pump
of ketamine (6–10 mg/kg/h), dexmedetomidine (0.16–
0.27 mg/kg/h), and lactated Ringer’s solution (30–
50 ml/kg/h). Following the emergence of robust
sound-evoked neural activity, the craniotomy was sealed
with Kwik-Sil adhesive (World Precision Instruments,
Sarasota, FL USA) and the base of the microdrive
adhered to the skull with light-cured dental composite
material (Kerr Vertise Flow; Orange, CA USA). Care was
taken to position the electrode tip above the dorsal
margin of the IC during the surgery, which allowed
subsequent recordings from more ventral sites through
adjustment of the microdrive control screw.
Daily neurophysiological recording sessions were
conducted in awake, unrestrained birds beginning
1 week after the implantation procedure. The position of the recording site was held constant throughout the 2-h session, after which the electrode was
advanced by 35 μm. This distance reliably produced
an increase in the best frequency (BF; the frequency
of maximum sensitivity to tones) of the recording site.
Recordings were conducted in a walk-in, doublewalled sound isolation booth (8.27 m3 inside volume)
lined with 6.7-mm thick acoustic foam. Birds perched
in a small cage centered in the chamber and
separated by 0.45 m in the horizontal plane from a
loudspeaker (Dayton Audio PS180–8; Springboro, OH
USA) facing the cage. Stimulus generation (50 kHz
sampling frequency) and response acquisition
(31.25 kHz sampling frequency) were conducted with
a data acquisition card (National Instruments PCI6251) and controlled by custom MATLAB software.
Stimulus waveforms were calibrated with a digital
preemphasis filter, as in the behavioral experiments,
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before digital-to-analog conversion and power amplification (Tascam PA20 MK-II). Neural signals were
buffered with a miniature custom headstage (operational amplifier-based voltage follower) located at the
implant before passing through thin, flexible wires to
a custom amplifier (×1000–×10,000) that band-pass
filtered the signal from 0.3 to 8 kHz.
Spikes were detected in multiunit neurophysiological recordings after high-pass filtering at 100 Hz (500point FIR) to minimize the local field potential and
transformation of the signal with the multiresolution
Teager energy operator (Kim and Kim 2000; Choi
et al. 2006). Representative transformed neural recordings are shown in a previous publication (see
Fig. 2 of Henry et al. 2016). The response of the
Teager energy operator is related to the instantaneous frequency and amplitude of the input signal
and hence accentuates voltage spikes associated with
neural action potentials. The amplitude threshold for
action potential detection was set once per recording
session at approximately half the peak amplitude of
the largest peaks in the transformed neural signal
(i.e., well above the level of the noise). Isolation of
single-unit responses using a template-matching procedure was not possible because the action potential
shape of neurons near the electrode tip were too
similar for satisfactory discrimination. Nonetheless,
multiunit recordings from the IC are expected to
provide valuable insight into the response properties
of this nucleus because previous studies have demonstrated robust anatomical gradients in both spectral
and temporal response properties (Calford et al.
1985; Langner and Schreiner 1988; Langner et al.
2002; Baumann et al. 2011; but see Seshagiri and
Delgutte 2007). Neighboring single neurons in cat IC,
for example, have similar BF, frequency tuning
bandwidth, and temporal integration statistics (Chen
et al. 2012). Neighboring neurons in the budgerigar
IC may also share similar response properties based
on observations that all multiunit recording sites (1)
have a single BF in response to tones and (2) show
either band-enhanced modulation tuning with a
single best modulation frequency (~90 % of sites) or
high-pass modulation tuning (~10 %; see BResults^).
More diverse tuning functions would be expected in
the case of heterogeneous contributions from different individual neurons.

Formant Discrimination Thresholds of Individual
Recording Sites
IC responses were recorded to single-formant stimuli
presented at 60 dB SPL. F0 was set to 200 Hz, and
formant frequencies ranged from 1900 to 2200 Hz
(i.e., matched to the stimuli used in behavioral
experiments). For recording sites tuned substantially
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above or below 2000 Hz, additional stimuli were
presented with formant frequencies spanning a 300Hz range around the BF of the recording site. BF was
estimated from responses to pure tones presented at
60 dB SPL. Formant frequencies were sampled with
20-Hz spacing for stimuli with the formant near a
harmonic frequency and with a 3-Hz spacing for
stimuli with the formant between two harmonics. This
sampling resolution was adequate to capture fine
variations in average discharge rate and synchronized
rate as a function of formant frequency. Another
subsample of recording sites was studied using both
behavior- and BF-matched single formant stimuli
presented in simultaneously gated, speech spectrumshaped noise presented at 73 dB SPL. Noise waveforms were generated independently for each stimulus presentation. Stimuli were presented in random
sequence for 20 repetitions with 25-ms cos2 onset and
offset ramps, 250-ms duration, and 300-ms silent
intervals between stimuli.
Neural formant-frequency discrimination thresholds
were calculated based on both average discharge rate
and synchronized rate to F0. Both response measures
were calculated on a trial-by-trial basis over a 220-ms
analysis window beginning 30 ms after stimulus onset.
Synchronized discharge rate to F0, which reflects the
magnitude of temporal oscillations in discharge rate
synchronized to
the envelope of the stimulus, was
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 

calculated as D1 ∑ni¼1 cosð2π⋅ F 0 ⋅t i Þ 2 þ ∑ni¼1 sinð2π⋅ F 0 ⋅t i Þ 2 , where
D is the duration of the analysis window in s, n is the total
number of discharges, and ti is the time of the ith
discharge in s relative to stimulus onset. Neural discrimination thresholds were estimated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis (Egan 1975) of
responses to formant frequencies spanning the 100-Hz
range from 2000 to 2100 Hz and, for BF-matched
stimuli, the 100-Hz range starting at the highest
harmonic frequency below BF. ROC analysis computes
the performance with which two stimuli can be classified
based on a single observation of the response variable
(average rate or synchronized rate), and hence provides
a convenient framework for comparison to behavioral
data. Formant-frequency discrimination thresholds
were calculated as the minimum absolute change in
formant frequency beyond which pairwise classification
performance exceeded 70.7 % correct. This criterion
corresponds to average behavioral performance at
threshold for the two-down, one-up tracking procedure
used in the behavioral experiments.

Formant-Frequency Discrimination Thresholds of
the Pooled Neural Population
Formant-frequency discrimination thresholds of the
pooled neural population were quantified based on
average discharge rate and synchronized rate to F0

using a maximum likelihood-based pattern decoder
analysis (Jazayeri and Movshon 2006; Day and
Delgutte 2013). This decoder analysis calculates
discrimination performance of the population based
on single-trial, optimally weighted population responses and an assumption of independent, Poissondistributed discharge counts [average rate analysis:
total count; synchronized rate analysis: synchronized
count; both response metrics showed a unity relationship between sample mean and bias-corrected variance (Gershon et al. 1998), consistent with a Poisson
distribution]. Pairwise discrimination performance
was calculated between each test frequency and the
standard frequency (2000 or 2100 Hz) by first drawing
1000 population responses for each of the two
stimulus alternatives at random. For each population
draw, the logarithm of the likelihood of each alternative was calculated as in Jazayeri and Movshon (2006)
as logL ðθ Þ ¼ ∑Ni¼1 n i log f i ðθ Þ−∑Ni¼1 f i ðθ Þ−∑Ni¼1 logðn i !Þ, where ni is
the randomly drawn discharge count of the ith
recording site, N is the total number of sites, and
fi(θ) is the mean discharge count of the ith site in
response to stimulus condition θ. The first term is an
optimally weighted sum of discharge counts across the
population while the second term is the sum of
average discharge counts. The last term can be
ignored because it is independent of θ. For each
random population draw, the selected discharge
counts ni were removed from the dataset prior to
calculation of fi(θ) to avoid overfitting the model.
Discrimination performance was quantified as the
proportion of population draws for which the loglikelihood of the correct stimulus condition was
greater than that of the alternative. The population
threshold was defined as the minimum change in
frequency from that of the standard beyond which the
classification performance of the decoder consistently
exceeded 70.7 % correct. Population thresholds were
estimated for behavior-matched stimuli presented in
quiet and in simultaneously gated speech spectrumshaped noise.

Models of the Auditory Nerve and BandEnhanced IC Modulation Tuning
Computational models of the auditory nerve and bandenhanced modulating tuning in the IC were used to
compare predicted responses to single-formant stimuli
for these levels of the auditory pathway. The auditory
nerve model (Zilany et al. 2014) has been rigorously
tested against neurophysiological responses to a broad
range of stimuli including tones, broadband noise,
amplitude-modulated tones, and synthetic vowels. The
model captures many of the non-linear response properties of auditory nerve fibers including compression,
suppression, and increases in tuning bandwidth with
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sound level. Furthermore, the model incorporates power
law dynamics and long-term adaptation at the hair cell
synapse that allow accurate prediction of responses to
envelope periodicity and forward masking. The IC model
(Mao and Carney 2015) generates band-enhanced
average rate responses to AM stimuli through band-pass
filtering of the time varying output of a single model
auditory nerve fiber. Single-formant responses were
predicted for the same band-limited harmonic tone
complexes used in the behavioral experiments and
neurophysiological recordings. Model auditory nerve
responses were predicted for fibers with high spontaneous discharge rate, frequency tuning as in normalhearing cat, and characteristic frequencies ranging from
1700 to 2400 Hz. Model IC responses were predicted with
the band-pass filter centered on 200 Hz (i.e., best
modulation frequency matched to F0) and a Q value of 1.

RESULTS
Behavioral Thresholds for Formant Frequency
Discrimination in the Budgerigar
Thresholds for behavioral frequency discrimination of
single-formant stimuli were studied over approximately 400 behavioral test sessions in each bird using a
single-interval, two-alternative, non-forced choice task
and two-down, one-up, adaptive tracking (Fig. 2a).
Formant discrimination thresholds in the budgerigar
(N = 4) were lower (more sensitive) when the formant
peak frequency of the standard stimulus was intermediate between two harmonics (2100 Hz) rather than
aligned with a single harmonic (2000 Hz; Fig. 2b),
coincident with stronger F0-related envelope fluctuations for between-harmonic stimuli (Tan and Carney
2005). Envelope fluctuations of between-harmonic
stimuli are produced by beating between roughly
equal-amplitude frequency components. The log
amplitude of envelope fluctuations declines steadily
as the formant frequency approaches on harmonic
test frequencies (Fig. 1c). Formant-discrimination
thresholds in simultaneously gated, speech-spectrumshaped background noise were elevated compared to
thresholds in quiet, with greater threshold elevation
observed for steady noise than for fluctuating noise
with periodic silent intervals.
Formant frequency discrimination thresholds in
humans (N = 3) were assessed using matched stimuli
and procedures (Fig. 2b, gray symbols). As in budgerigars, behavioral thresholds in humans showed an
increase in sensitivity for the between-harmonic
standard stimulus compared to the on-harmonic
standard and release from masking in fluctuating
noise compared to steady noise. Human thresholds
overlapped with budgerigar thresholds for some
stimulus conditions and were more sensitive for
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others (most notably, for 2000 Hz standard stimulus
in quiet and in fluctuating noise).

Frequency and Modulation Tuning Characteristics
in the Budgerigar Midbrain
Neurophysiological recordings were obtained from
the IC in three awake, unrestrained birds during daily
recording sessions beginning 1 week after electrode
implantation. The frequency and modulation tuning
properties of recording sites in the budgerigar IC
have been described previously (Henry et al. 2016).
Briefly, individual recording sites (N = 64) showed
excitatory rate responses to tone stimuli with bandlimited frequency tuning (Fig. 3a, left). BF increased
from approximately 400 Hz at dorsal recording sites
to 5 kHz at the most ventral sites. The 10-dB
bandwidth of the excitatory rate response to tones
increased with increasing BF, while mean Q10 (BF
divided by 10-dB bandwidth; Fig. 3a, right) increased
from 2.0 at BF of 1 kHz to 3.25 at BF of 4 kHz (similar
to cat IC over the same BF range; Ramachandran
et al. 1999).
Neural recording sites in the IC usually showed bandenhanced modulation tuning in response to AM tone
stimuli with carrier frequency equal to BF (Fig. 3b, top
left; 60/64 sites); that is, AM tones evoked greater
average discharge rate than did unmodulated tones
over a limited band of modulation frequencies. The best
modulation frequency (BMF) of each recording site was
quantified as the modulation frequency that evoked the
largest increase in discharge rate compared to the
response to the unmodulated stimulus. BMFs ranged
from 64 to 512 Hz across recording sites (median
161 Hz; Fig. 3b, top right). Rate enhancement, calculated as the percent difference in response rate between
stimuli presented without modulation and stimuli
presented at BMF with 100 % modulation depth, ranged
from 28 to 185 % across recording sites (median 104 %;
Fig. 3b, bottom). Maximal BMFs and rate enhancement
were observed at recording sites with intermediate BFs
(1.5–3.5 kHz). The recording sites without bandenhanced modulation tuning had rate-based modulation tuning that was high-pass in shape (4/64 sites).

Rate and Synchrony-Based Representations of
Formant Frequency Can Account for Behavioral
Discrimination Thresholds in Quiet
Neural recording sites in the IC typically showed
robust excitatory rate responses to single-formant
stimuli presented in quiet. The average discharge
rate of individual recording sites varied nonmonotonically with formant frequency in quiet
(Fig. 4b, top). Local peaks in average rate were not
strongly related to the proximity of the formant peak
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FIG. 3. Basic tuning properties of recording sites in the inferior
colliculus (IC) of the budgerigar. a Representative frequency response
map of one recording site (B45–10; left) showing average response
rate to pure tones as a function of stimulus frequency and sound
level. Darker shades of gray indicate higher response rate. Best
frequency (BF), threshold (Th; in dB SPL), and Q10 value (BF/10-dB
bandwidth), measured from the tuning curve, are given at the bottom
left. The right panel shows the Q10 value of individual recording sites
as a function of BF. b Representative modulation transfer function
from the same recording site (B45–10; top left) showing average
response rate (mean ± SD) to AM tones as a function of modulation

to BF (1.8 kHz for the representative data shown in
Fig. 4) but occurred instead when the formant
frequency was approximately intermediate between
two harmonics rather than aligned with a harmonic.
The emergence of local rate peaks can be attributed
to the pronounced F0-related envelope structure of
between-harmonic stimuli (Fig. 1) combined with
the band-enhanced modulation tuning properties of
neurons in the IC (Fig. 3b).

frequency. AM tones were presented with 100 % modulation depth
and carrier frequency of 2 kHz. The dotted horizontal line indicates
the mean response rate to the unmodulated stimulus. Best modulation frequency (BMF) is 256 Hz. The top right panel shows BMF of
individual recording sites as a function of BF. The bottom panel
shows rate enhancement (percent difference between the maximum
rate and the rate evoke by the unmodulated stimulus) of individual
recording sites as a function of BF. Trend lines for 10-dB bandwidth,
BMF, and rate enhancement were calculated using local regression
analyses

Period histograms of IC responses to singleformant stimuli in quiet showed marked fluctuations
in discharge rate over time associated with temporal
synchrony to F0-related envelope structure (Fig. 4a).
Response synchrony to individual frequency components was not observed. The amplitude of response
synchrony to F0 was quantified through calculation of
synchronized rate. Similar to average rate, synchronized rate to F0 exhibited local peaks when the
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FIG. 4. Representative neural responses of a single recording site
(B43–73; BF = 1.8 kHz; BMF = 323 Hz) to single-formant stimuli in
quiet. a Period histograms showing temporal fluctuations in instantaneous discharge rate over two periods of F0. The frequency of the
formant is indicated above each histogram. Y-axes extend from 0 to
2000 discharges per second. b Average rate (top) and synchronized
rate to F0 (bottom; means ± SD) are plotted as a function of formant
frequency. On- and between-harmonic frequencies are indicated
with vertical gray lines and vertical dashed lines, respectively.
Horizontal error bars show formant frequency discrimination thresholds, based on ROC analyses, for the on- and between-harmonic
standard stimuli. Large peaks in average rate and synchronized rate
occur when formant frequency is approximately between two
harmonic frequencies

formant frequency was approximately intermediate
between two harmonics rather than aligned with a
harmonic (Fig. 4b, bottom), consistent with the large
envelope fluctuations of between-harmonic stimuli.
Also similar to average discharge rate, synchronized
rate increased gradually as the formant frequency of
the stimulus approached BF.
Thresholds of individual neural recording sites for
formant frequency discrimination in quiet were estimated based on average rate and synchronized rate to F0
using ROC analysis. Neural thresholds for discrimination of behavior-matched stimuli were lower (more
sensitive) when the peak frequency of the standard
stimulus was between two harmonics rather than
aligned with a harmonic (Fig. 5a; N = 64), consistent
with the behavioral results. Neural thresholds were
lower for the between-harmonic standard based on
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FIG. 5. Neural thresholds for discrimination of formant frequency
in quiet. Thresholds are shown for the reference stimuli matched to
behavioral experiments (a) and matched to the BF of the recording
site (b). Neural thresholds of individual recording sites (circles)
were calculated based on ROC analysis of average rate (top) and
synchronized rate to F0 (bottom) and are plotted as a function of
BF along with thresholds of the optimally pooled neural population
(horizontal dashed lines) and behavioral thresholds of the budgerigar (gray; means ± SD). Thresholds falling along the tops of each
plot are not significant (‘NS’), i.e., exceed the upper limit of the
estimation procedure

both average rate (Fig. 5a, top) and synchronized rate to
F0 (Fig. 5a, bottom), with similar thresholds observed
between response metrics. The best thresholds within
the neural population were sensitive enough to account
for behavioral formant frequency discrimination abilities in the budgerigar and in humans. The most sensitive
neural thresholds were observed at recording sites with
BFs from 1 to 2 kHz for the between-harmonic standard
stimulus and from 2 to 3 kHz for the on-harmonic
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standard. Neural thresholds for BF-matched stimuli in
quiet (Fig. 5b; N = 48) were similar to thresholds for
behavior-matched stimuli.
The discrimination performance of the combined
neural population was investigated for behaviormatched stimuli in quiet using a maximum likelihoodbased pattern decoder (Jazayeri and Movshon 2006; Day
and Delgutte 2013). These analyses optimally pool
average rate or synchronized rate information across
neural recording sites (N = 64). Thresholds of the
pooled neural population for formant discrimination in
quiet were approximately as low as the most sensitive
individual recording sites in the population. Neural
thresholds in quiet were lower for between-harmonic
than on-harmonic standard stimuli, and neural thresholds based on average rate were similar to those based
on synchronized rate to F0 (Fig. 5a). Thresholds of the
pooled neural population based on both response

metrics were sensitive enough to account for behavioral
performance levels under quiet conditions.

Synchrony-Based Neural Thresholds Account for
Behavioral Formant Discrimination Thresholds in
Noise
For a subsample of recording sites studied in quiet,
neural responses to behavior- and BF-matched singleformant stimuli were also recorded in simultaneously
gated speech spectrum-shaped noise. In contrast to
previous observations of responses to stimuli without
background noise, changes in average discharge rate
with formant frequency were almost invariably
abolished in noise (Fig. 6b, top). Period histograms
of IC responses in noise often showed synchrony to
the F0-related envelope structure of single-formant
stimuli (Fig. 6a). Response envelope synchrony
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FIG. 6. Representative neural responses of a single recording site
(B45–10; BF = 2.2 kHz; BMF = 256 Hz) to single-formant stimuli in
noise. Period histograms (a) and average/synchronized rate to F0
plotted as a function of formant frequency (b), as in Fig. 4. Y-axes of
period histograms extend from 0 to 600 discharges per second.

Formant frequency discrimination thresholds based on average rate
exceed the upper limit of the analysis procedure. Peaks in average
discharge rate observed in quiet are abolished in noise. Peaks in
synchronized rate to F0 in quiet are dampened in noise
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tended to peak when the frequency of the formant
was between two harmonics rather than aligned with a
harmonic (Fig. 6b, bottom), but local peaks in
synchrony were dampened considerably compared
to IC response patterns in quiet.
Average rate-based thresholds of individual recording sites for formant-frequency discrimination
of behavior-matched stimuli in noise invariably
exceeded the 100-Hz upper limit of the threshold
estimation procedure (Fig. 7a, top; N = 21). Thresholds for BF-matched stimuli also exceeded 100 Hz,
except for at one recording site with BF well above
the spectral peak of the speech spectrum-shaped
noise (BF = 4.9 kHz; Fig. 7b, top). In contrast to
rate-based thresholds, thresholds based on synchronized rate to F0 could often still be measured in
noise for BF-matched stimuli (Fig. 7b, bottom
panels) and for behavior-matched stimuli when the
BF of the recording site was near 2.0 kHz (Fig. 7a,
bottom panels). The best synchrony-based neural
thresholds of individual recording sites were sensitive enough to account for behavioral formant
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FIG. 7. Neural thresholds for discrimination of formant frequency
in noise. Neural thresholds of individual recording sites and the
optimally pooled population are shown, together with behavioral
thresholds of the budgerigar as in Fig. 5, for behavioral (a) and BFmatched (b) reference stimuli
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discrimination abilities in noise. Synchrony-based
thresholds were similar for on-harmonic and
between-harmonic reference stimuli, in contrast
with behavioral results.
Similar to the thresholds of individual recording
sites, average-rate-based thresholds of the pooled
neural population in noise also exceeded the upper
limit of the estimation procedure (N = 21). In
contrast, pooled thresholds based on synchronized
rate to F0 were more sensitive (note that the
threshold of the population is largely determined by
the performance of three individual recording sites
with significant individual thresholds and BFs similar
to the stimulus test frequency). Pooled synchrony
thresholds were lower for between-harmonic than for
on-harmonic reference stimuli, consistent with behavioral data. The pooled synchrony threshold of the
neural population was low enough to account for the
behavioral discrimination threshold for the onharmonic reference stimulus and approached the
behavioral threshold for the between-harmonic reference stimulus in background noise (Fig. 7a).

Rate-Coding of Formant Frequency Arises from
Band-Enhanced Modulation Tuning
Phenomenological models of the auditory nerve
(Zilany et al. 2014) and band-enhanced modulation
tuning in the IC (Mao and Carney 2015) were used to
gain insight into the contribution of rate-based
modulation tuning to neural coding of formant
frequency. Model auditory nerve fibers with characteristic frequencies near 2 kHz showed subtle fluctuations in average discharge rate with increasing
formant frequency in quiet (Fig. 8, top left). In
contrast, larger changes were observed in synchronized rate to F0-related envelope structure, which
exhibited local peaks when formant frequency was
approximately between harmonic frequencies rather
than aligned with a harmonic (Fig. 8, bottom left).
Model IC neurons with BFs near 2 kHz showed
substantial, non-monotonic changes in both average
discharge rate and synchronized rate to F0 with increasing formant frequency in quiet that were consistent with
observed response patterns in the IC (Fig. 8, right). That
is, local peaks in average rate and synchronized rate
occurred when formant frequency was approximately
between harmonics rather than aligned with a harmonic. These results show that a sensitive, rate-based neural
representation of formant frequency can emerge as a
consequence of a simple filtering process that produces
band-enhanced modulation tuning.
The addition of simultaneously gated speech
spectrum-shaped noise abolished the small fluctuations
as a function of formant frequency in model auditory
nerve average response rate, as observed previously in
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FIG. 8. Representative single-formant responses from models of
the auditory nerve (left) and IC (right). Predicted average rate (top)
and synchronized rate to F0 (bottom) at each model stage are plotted
as a function of formant frequency for stimuli in quiet and in noise.
Model BF was 1.8 kHz; BMF was 200 Hz. The auditory nerve stage
predicts peaks in synchronized rate to F0, but not average rate, when

formant frequency is approximately between harmonics. IC model
predictions are consistent with physiological data from the budgerigar: peaks in average rate occur approximately between harmonics
in quiet but not in noise, while peaks in synchronized rate occur
between harmonics both in quiet and in noise

quiet (Fig. 8, top left; gray traces). Fluctuations in auditory
nerve synchronized rate to F0 in noise were reduced in
noise compared to in quiet. Responses of model IC
neurons to stimuli in background noise (Fig. 8, right; gray
traces) showed minimal variation in average rate as a
function of formant frequency but retained modest
fluctuations in F0-related envelope synchrony. Response
patterns of model IC neurons in noise were generally
consistent with observed neurophysiological data.

structure and variation in average discharge rate (also
related to envelope structure). However, whereas IC
thresholds based on average rate were sensitive enough
to support behavioral thresholds in quiet, only
synchrony-based neural thresholds could account for
behavioral thresholds both in quiet and in background
noise. Finally, model simulations showed that averagerate coding of vowel-like sounds in quiet arises due to
amplitude modulation tuning in the IC. Tuning of
midbrain neurons to amplitude-modulation frequency
is shared between birds and mammals.
IC thresholds based on average rate were sensitive
enough to explain behavioral discrimination of singleformant stimuli in quiet, but not in noise. Neural
discrimination thresholds in noise could not be
estimated based on average discharge rates of either
individual recording sites or of the optimally pooled
neural population. In contrast, IC thresholds based on
synchrony to envelope structure could explain behavioral discrimination thresholds both in quiet and in
noise. These findings were further supported by
modeling results, which predicted variation in synchronized rate to F0, but not average rate, across
stimuli presented in noise. The results show that at
the level of the IC, the information necessary for
frequency discrimination of single-formant stimuli in

DISCUSSION
The present study quantified neural and behavioral
thresholds for discrimination of simplified vowel-like
sounds in the budgerigar to gain insight into the coding
mechanisms in the IC that support behavioral sensitivity
to small changes in formant frequency. Behavioral
formant frequency discrimination thresholds in budgerigars decreased with increasing amplitude of F0-related
envelope cues, increased in noise, and were similar to
human thresholds measured using matched procedures. Neurophysiological recordings in awake birds
revealed that the IC encodes vowel-like sounds in quiet
through both neural synchrony to F0-related envelope
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noise is encoded in the temporal discharge pattern of
neural responses rather than through average discharge rate. Neural synchrony to envelope structure
in the IC is also thought to support behavioral
detection of AM tone- and noise-carrier stimuli. While
rate-based AM detection thresholds are not sensitive
enough to account for behavioral thresholds for
modulation frequencies below 100 Hz, synchronybased thresholds are sensitive enough to support
behavioral thresholds across a broad range of modulation frequencies for both tone- and noise-carrier
stimuli (Henry et al. 2016). Taken together, these
studies underscore the behavioral significance of
neural synchrony to envelope structure at the level
of the IC. Whereas the previous AM study demonstrated the importance of envelope synchrony for
detection of low-modulation frequencies, the present
study highlights a role of envelope synchrony for
formant frequency discrimination in background
noise (where discrimination from the on-harmonic
standard requires detection of an increase in modulation depth and discrimination from the betweenharmonic standard requires detection of a decrease in
modulation depth; see Fig. 1).The average-rate representation of single-formant stimuli in quiet was
primarily a consequence of band-enhanced modulation tuning in the IC. Whereas more peripheral
auditory nuclei encode envelope structure largely
through response synchrony alone (Joris and Yin,
1992; Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Gleich and
Klump, 1995; Sayles et al. 2013), many IC neurons
show band-enhanced modulation tuning in which
average discharge rate increases with modulation
depth for stimuli presented within a limited band of
modulation frequencies (Langner and Schreiner
1988; Krishna and Semple 2000; Joris et al. 2004;
Woolley and Casseday 2005; Nelson and Carney 2007;
Henry et al. 2016). This basic response property
explains why stimuli with the formant frequency
centered approximately between harmonics evoked
robust average rate responses from the IC: these
sounds contain two dominant frequency components
of equal amplitude that beat to produce large
envelope fluctuations. Concomitantly, on-harmonic
stimuli evoked lower rates because they are dominated by a single frequency component and hence
contain relatively small envelope fluctuations. On a
broader scale, average discharge rate in the IC also
varied with the proximity of the formant frequency to
BF. These findings show that response patterns in the
IC cannot be understood based on either spectral
tuning or modulation tuning alone but depend
instead on the interaction of these tuning properties.
The contribution of band-enhanced modulation
tuning in the IC to average-rate coding of vowel-like
sounds was further supported by the modeling
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results. Phenomenological models of the mammalian
auditory nerve and IC (Zilany et al. 2014; Mao and
Carney 2015) were able to reproduce the averagerate representation of formant frequency observed in
our IC recordings, without any adjustment of model
parameters, from a primarily synchrony-based representation in the peripheral input stage. Bandenhanced modulation tuning in this implementation
of the IC model arises from simple band-pass
filtering of the time-varying instantaneous discharge
rate of a model auditory nerve fiber, but equivalently,
could arise through putative fast excitation coupled
with stronger, delayed inhibition from lemniscal
input fibers with similar BFs (Nelson and Carney
2004; Nelson and Carney 2007; Mao and Carney
2015). This basic model structure appears physiologically plausible, considering that it reproduces commonly observed changes in AM response properties
observed with pharmacological blockage of inhibitory inputs in the IC, including elevation of discharge
rate across modulation frequencies with minimal
change in BMF (Burger and Pollak 1998; Caspary
et al. 2002; Zhang and Kelly 2003).
The modeling results also help explain why peaks
in IC response amplitude were often observed approximately between harmonic frequencies rather than at
exact midpoints. As previously noted, the deep
envelope fluctuations of the 2100-Hz stimulus waveform are caused by beating between roughly equalamplitude harmonics at 2000 and 2200 Hz (the
components differ in amplitude by 0.9 dB for the
2100-Hz stimulus; equal amplitude is observed for the
2097.6-Hz stimulus). When these harmonics are
sufficiently above BF (e.g., as in Fig. 4), cochlear
filtering reduces the amplitude of the 2200-Hz
harmonic more than of the 2000-Hz harmonic. This
change reduces the amplitude of envelope fluctuations at the output of the cochlear filter and
ultimately reduces response amplitude to the
2100 Hz stimulus in the IC. Response amplitude in
the IC peaks instead at a slightly higher formant
frequency, where deep envelope fluctuations are
restored through a relative boost in the amplitude of
the 2200-Hz component.
The average-rate representation of formant frequency observed in the budgerigar IC under quiet conditions
probably also exists in mammals, considering that the
models used here are based on neurophysiological data
from mammals. The ability of these models to predict IC
responses in the budgerigar highlights an emerging
pattern of broad similarities in auditory function
between birds and mammals up to at least the level of
the auditory midbrain (Ryugo and Parks 2003; Woolley
and Portfors 2013). While birds and mammals exhibit
differences in the anatomy of the cochlea related to
extension of the upper frequency limit of hearing in
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mammals (Manley 2010), auditory nerve fibers in both
groups show similar ranges of spontaneous activity,
minimum thresholds for tone stimuli, frequency tuning
bandwidth as a function of BF, and dynamic range/rate
saturation (Sachs et al. 1974; Manley et al. 1985).
Furthermore, auditory nerve fibers in birds, as in
mammals, encode AM through envelope synchrony
and not through changes in average discharge rate with
modulation depth (Gleich and Klump 1995).
Band-enhanced modulation tuning is a common
response property in the IC of both mammals and
birds. The proportion of neurons with bandenhanced modulation tuning varies across species
from approximately 90 % in the budgerigar (Henry
et al. 2016) to 60–70 % in cat (Langner and
Schreiner 1988) and 45–50 % in guinea pig and
rabbit (Rees and Palmer 1989; Nelson and Carney
2007). The distribution of BMFs also varies across
species, being somewhat higher in the budgerigar
and chinchilla (typically 100–300 Hz; Langner et al.
2002; Henry et al. 2016) than in gerbil, rabbit, and
cat (typically 30–100 Hz; Langner and Schreiner,
1988; Krishna and Semple, 2000; Nelson and
Carney, 2007). However, the extent to which these
patterns reflect species differences versus differences in methodology is unclear. Multiunit recordings, as used here and by others (Langner and
Schreiner 1988; Langner et al. 2002), have been
suggested to produce an upward shift in the
distribution of BMFs, either because neurons with
high BMFs are more difficult to isolate as single
units or because these recordings possibly contain
contributions from input fibers to the IC. Finally,
the use of anesthesia (e.g., Langner and Schreiner,
1988; Krishna and Semple, 2000) could also influence modulation tuning in the IC due to effects on
inhibition (Krishna and Semple 2000).
In summary, the present study demonstrated
similar behavioral sensitivity to simplified vowel-like
sounds in budgerigars and humans. While the
average-rate representation of single-formant stimuli
in the budgerigar IC was sensitive enough to support
behavioral discrimination thresholds under quiet
conditions, only the representation based on envelope synchrony could explain behavioral thresholds
both in quiet and in noise. These findings indicate an
incomplete transition to average-rate coding of vowellike sounds in the IC and underscore the significance
of temporal discharge patterns for perception of
complex sounds. Furthermore, they highlight the
potential benefits of incorporating F0-related envelope structure into stimulation strategies for auditory
midbrain implants, which currently provide inadequate temporal information for robust speech perception (Lim and Lenarz 2015). Finally, model
simulations showed that average-rate coding of

vowel-like sounds in quiet emerges from a
synchrony-based representation in more peripheral
nuclei due to amplitude-modulation tuning. This
transformation likely also occurs in the mammalian
IC and may lay the groundwork for reported averagerate coding of naturally spoken vowels in regions of
the auditory cortex (Mesgarani et al. 2008).
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